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TEMPORARY CODE USED HERE: 

EBF ...”Ebani” Blood Form: 

GPEGG ... “Re-Genesis Pattern-Element”

AREK ... “Asha-Ra-El” Merkaba,

original forms called “Saf-Fire” cells. These support “Eggs” (new
           programs, forms) cells coming from a primary “Ship” or “Seed Planter” version of
           a LOTUS LOCI form. The EBF take care of the Eggs (Seeds)... guide the eggs from
           out of the Ship and take care of them.

, the Egg or Seed program in the larger re-genesis
            patterning of the Earth. They dissolve into the Earth’s atmosphere and start the 
            reprogramming of it. Generally the spheres seen in many Crop Formations.  

 “Ship/Ark” complex system that is the “Seed Planter.” Most 
            Crop Formations are AREK’s. This system must have a breach or “Controlled Exit” that
            will go out and connect to the next pattern/format/universe. The AREK “signature” most
            used in the Crop Formations is a vesica with a Threshold seen as a central circular 
            system having rays or rhombic gate in the outer apex of the vesica. 

(These forms may reflect Lotus Loci complementary systems.)

(Side-Note: The “Asha-Ra” appears as “Ashera”  or “Asher” in the name of God:
Ehye Asher Ehye, I Am That I Am or “I AM” found in the Sha’alura infusion in July
23rd, 2012.  The ASHER is a Grove of 10 Trees, a 10-stringed lyre, a Tree, etc. and
when reversed it is “Resha”, the ReshEl Metatronic system. This relates directly to
the formation of the New Race.)

NEW CELL MATRIX (RING)

Here are 3 different examples of a 
ring-form.  These appear to be about
the size of a normal white blood-cell. 

The Ring
FIG 1:

FIG 2: 
White-Cell, vibrant, with ripple
appearing section flowing in the
 approach to one of the new
cell forms. 

White-Cell flowing section stops
at the new cell to check it out, then
moves on. 

 inside a new Ring-Cell, or
perhaps a White-Cell form. Two
White-Cells are clearly attached
to the Ring. 

This section appears
to be White-Cell.

This section appears
to be a Ring-Form.

THOTH’S TRIDENT

THRESHOLD SEED PROGRAMS

“THE WHALE” VITAL TO THE I-AM AXIS INTO 
    THE ALTON BARNES HORSE FOCUS

BEAUTIFUL EXAMPLES OF THE LOTUS LOCI (ASHA-RA-EL) LIVING “SHIP”: 

HOR-ATEN “BEE” ALSO IN THE
ALTON BARNS HORSE AXIS 
WITH THE WHALE. 

THRESHOLD SYSTEM

ALL ARKS

STELLAR AXIATONAL 
CALIBRATION PROGRAMS

“CORDON OF SINGULARITY” ...the diamond
star is the DIVINE SINGULARITY. Immaculate
conception.

White-Cell checks a new cell and moves on.

Is the White-Cell undergoing a transformation? 

FIG 3:
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"Crop Circle photos and reports courtesy The Crop Circle Connector ( )"cropcircleconnector.com

White-Cell clumping unusual. 

White-Cell

Dead Red-Cells still have information
of interest to new cells that collect the info.

FIG 4:

FIG 5: 

Tendril touching

We watched a White-Cell swing a tendril up, touch the new cell and
then retract back into itself. 

NOTE: This “new blood” was first found a year ago and
was reported in:

http://www.shameer-orion.org/pdf/ArkDynDNABlood01.pdf

“Your blood is communicating with the LOTUS LOCI, no doubt. I would suggest that you not try 
to analyze this in “terms” for 

 The only attention should be in the streaming of 
pure Light waves into the blood. 

“The Rings have new stems of communication within the ring. It is a stage of mutation.

the Loci will follow “suggestion” from the mind. HOW you focus on 
it will effect it. Allow the flow to move as it will.

“ (Figure 4 shows) cells that are the “merkabahs”  - the transports – carrying necessary 
chemicals from one cell to another. No more should be said.

(Figure 5 shows a White-Cell swing a tendril up, exactly the right size, touching the new cell 
and continuesd on in the arc to retract down into itself.)  “This is re-organization of cells in deep 
tissue, bone and marrow creating a more fluid transference of Light through the cells. It is 
important to stress that in ALL humans at this time – any of this kind of activity of “blue blood” 
taking place is in what we are calling “phantom” stage. This means that it is not yet deeply 
anchored in the cells even though showing up under a microscope. It's effect therefor, is a work 
in progress. Much of it is etheric at this stage. However, the more persistent the phenomena, 
the greater opportunity for it to embed in the cells.”

THESE ARE COMMENTS BY THOTH-HOR-RA KHANDR VIA MAIA NARTOOMID (slightly edited):

“These Hespara Loci are living, "evolving" nutrients - building blocks of where we are going. 
Ingesting them visually energetically prepares our DNA for transition into the New Earth Star; and 
in an more immediate sense, it is a viable balancing and healing experience for our energy bodies 
to "take them in" and let them flow through our meridians.

“They not only exist in Numis'OM, but on the micro-level in our current Old Earth and bodies. As 
they evolve on Numis'OM, so they "appear" on the micro-level in our current world matter. As they 
grow stronger, we and our earth become more wedded to them. As WE become more heart-
coherent, so they grow stronger!

“The driving force of the Lotus Loci nutrients (that are also the new life forms of Numis'OM) is the 
unified field, or more aptly the morphogenetic field. The two are not the same, but morphogenetic 
fields nest inside the unified field. The unified field holds the entire BEING as a seamless flow. 
The morphogenetic fields are like distinct crucibles of "unified" BEING within the greater unified 
field. The morphogenetic fields translate the BEING into developmental association, which we 
might call the turn key of "evolution" (again, "evolution" being only a means for us to understand 
an aspect of universal process).”

THE LOTUS LOCI:

This is a very large and important topic needing more attention by Light Groups. The following is a 
sample extract from http://www.spiritmythos.org/members/numis_om/0702.htm#article6 by Maia Nartoomid.

THE “FEATHER” WITH OFFSET
QUILL. (ELISAPHANE EXCHANGE)

A LOTUS LOCI “ASHA-RA-EL” MERKABAH

   “This formation is an "Asha-Ra-El" merkaba that is a "seed planter" 
version. The spheres coming out of the ark are 'seeds' or "eggs."  They are 
part of the re-genesis patterning of the Earth. They dissolve into the earth's 
atmosphere and start reprogramming it. The "Ebanis"… the two circles in 
neck, like tiny donuts, the tiny ones are the 'sheep dogs' or "bees" that take 
care of the "eggs"… guiding the eggs coming out of the ship. The ship is the 
ark, it's center is the main Threshold.  The Fins are part of guidance system, 
they balance the whole format.  
 
  “The 9 Rays coming out are the software program using the Solaris Ray 
format creating the pathways into the next universal continuum.  Any 
system like this has to have a breach, an opening of it's format so it won't go 
round and round in circles, that is, it needs to have a controlled exit.  
Breaches go out and connect to the next pattern/format/universe.  That is 
the peak and the 9 strands dictate the process.”

“SEED-PLANTER”

(Comment by THR/MAIA)

      THE
GOLDEN CITY
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